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COLLEGE OPENING ADDRESS - 1923 

The eighty-eighth year of ~lfred University has 

auspiciously begun and promises to be, in many respects, 

Alfred's best year. We have the largest Senior class 

ever graduated. We have the largest Freshman class ever 

enrolled; and we have the largest total college enrolment 

in our. history. 'The trustees have on var:i,.ous o.ccasions· 

considered the advisability of limiting the enrolment to 

300 students. But now we have an enrolment of 335 and 

there seems to be no other limit to the growth of the 

student body, than the ability of the trustees to pro-

vide buildings and equipment for our accomodation. 

The opening of the New Laboratory Hall for the 

use of classes this year, the equipment of the two large 

• 
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new class rooms in the Greene Block, and the enlarged 

laboratory room for Physics In Babcock Hall, due to the 

removal of the chemical laboratories to the new building, 

greatly-increase the class room and laboratory facilities 

of the_ College. 

Assembly room and gymnasium accomodations are now our 

most urgent needs. Through the generosity of the Firemen 

we are to be provided with temporary quarters for our 

weekly assembly in the Fireman's Hall. Early provision 

must be made, however, for a campus building that will 

suyply this need. The need for-a new gymnasium is also 

being pressed upon the attention of the alumni and friends 

of the University, and will continue to be until the 

building is provided. 
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While we feel deeply the loss of Dean Titsworth 

from our facutly, we take pride and pleasure in the dis-

tinguished honor which has come to him, and through him 

to Alfred, in his election to the presidency of Washington 

College. 

Perhaps the most gratifying achievement of Alfred 

during the past year is its recognition and enrolment by 

the Association of American Universities as an nA Class" 

standard college. This classification had previously 

been accorded Alfred by other classifying agencies, but 

the classification by the Association of American 

Universities, gives us now the "A Class" grading by every 

classifying agency in the country; and gives our students 

admission to graduate study in any university in this 
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country or in Europe. 

I should like to mention also briefly, a few other 

gratifying achievements of the past year. 

To me, the most noticeable and pleasing of these, is 

the spirit of co-operation shown by the student body. The 

enlarged power and responsibility voted to the Student 

Senate a year ago last spring, has had the sympathetic 

co-operation of the students themselves in a splendid 

fashion. Excesses which had previously been indulged in, 

have been voluntarily corrected by the students themselves, 

as classes or groups. The Junior class deserves much credit 

for its fine sPOrtsmanlike spirit, shown last year, in 

• accepting this enlarged Student Senate control and 

penalizing power. Likewise, the present Sophomore class 
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did itself great honor by the same, loyal co-operation 

whihh it showed, particularly in its moving-up program, 

and in its original plans of constructive) helpful service 

to its Alma Mater. The spirit shown by both ,these classes 

can not be too highly commended. 

I am likewise gratified to learn that an old, 

unauthorized, upper-class organization, which had brought 

much criticism to the University, has been discontinued. 

Star Chamber proceedings, which are seldom fair and which 

lead to physical penalities, are always dangererous and 

often harmful both in their moral and physical results. 

The substitution of moral support to Senate penalities, 

is a great advance over proceedings which often resembled 

those of the "Ku KluX' Klan." 
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There are daylight penalties which can be imposed by 

the Senate where necessary. The Superintendent of Grounds 

can furnish ditches to dig, ashes and snow to shovel, and 

various other activities, useful as well as penal, when so 

requested by the Senate. A Student Forum, functioning to 

co-operate with the Senate in helping to maintain decorum 

and college spirit, may perform a valuable co-operative 

service, if judiciously conducted. The'President is 

gratified that the students are so generally working along 

these constructive lines. 

The fact mentioned one ye"r ago, that excessive social 
" 

and also with athletic success 
engagements and activities were interfering with scholarship, 

" 
has, I think, been less conspicuous the past year than formerly. 

But while progress has been made, there is yet room for 
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improvement. 

It seems difficult for some people to realize that 

scholarship is the first function of a college, and social 

activities, and even athletics, must not supereedescholarly , 

interest and achievment. There is constant danger, in a 

co-educational college, that some individuals will lack 

. ' 
judgment and self-restraint in social matters, and will 

bring the whole student body into disrepute. Public senti-

To 
ment is the best corrective of this tendency ~ feeble 

mindedness. 

Some Colleges have rules disciplining students for 

early engagements, and expelling or suspending students for 

marriage while in college. .The faculty of Alfred University 

I 
\ J' . 

-' now has a committee studying the matter of the proper 



discipline for premature announcements of engagements -

and the crime of getting married while in College. 

The past year has shown a marked progress. in the grade 

of student indices. It is very gratifying that many groups 

are steadily advancing their average grades. The interest 

and co-operation of the Fraternities and Sororities in this 

matter is of great value to the College as a whole. Proper 

care in the selection and admission of members, who have 

demonstrated scholarly ability, and the supervision of their 

grades after admission; will be of great service in keeping 

the indices of these organizations where they belong, and 

in keeping the individual members from slumping. 

The organization and splendid record of the Union 

Church of Alfred, last year, has been a notable achievement. 
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-- Over 125 mi!mbers were enrolled; a successful Sunday-school 

was conducted. A budget of nearly $1000 was raised and the 

bills and benevolences of the church were all pa1d on time. 

The church represents a fine religious interest on the 

part of the students and faculty of the University. It is 

an excellent beginning, and is a good prophecy for the future. 

The President earnestly solicits the co-operation of all 

members of the' faculty and student body, particularly those . 
who are accustomed to worship on Sunday, to make this Union 

Church of Alfred a strong factor for religious expression 

and development among the large proportion of our university, 

who are not members of the Seventh-day Baptist Church. 

The New Year has therefore a promise, based upon the 

achievements of the past, and the three classes which have 
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already made enviable records in Alfred, that furnishes 

the very greatest ground for optimism. Nothing could be 

more promising than the outlook for the coming year, when 

viewed in the light of these past accomplishme"nts. 

Then there is an added promise for this year: It is 

this splendid Freshman class; the largest yet, and one which, 

I am sure, will not in any measure fall below the .standard 

set by the previous classes. I have absolute confidence in 

this Freshman Class, that for sch9larship, loyalty, co-opera

tion, and helpful constructive spirit, it can be depended 

upon to reach "high water mark" of excellence. 

Under such circumstances, how could the 88th year of 

Alfred University be anything other than the most successful 

in Alfred's history. 
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Now I want to discuss briefly one phase of modern 

college training that is receiving a very great deal of 

study and consideration at the present time. 

Education is looked upon more as a part of life than 

it ever was before. It is, the conviction of educators that 

education should relate itself to contemporary life, both of 

the individual and of society. It must awaken an inner life 

experience, and a corresponding moral responsibility. 

To accomplish this the student is given more and more 

personal responsibility - and is thrown back more and more 

upon his own resources. 

Dr. Norwood spoke to you last week about the Honor System; 

it is taking a constantly enlarging place in the life of the 

best colleges. 
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But I want to speak today of the movement toward 

Honors Courses, or Honors students, not so much in the 

sense of attaining a "Bft or nAif grade, but in the sense 

of choosing·and carrying through successfully special 
\ 

honors courses. 

Not until since the war has the country begun to 

feel in its educational program the influence of the 

Rhodes Scholars who have been for a dozen or more years 

returning from Oxford. These all advocate some kind of 

honors courses. Many American scholars were abroad in one 

capacity or another, during the war, and many of these 

bring back veIY strong convictions also a.s regards honors 

courses. 

That movement is set forth quite clearly by 
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Chancellor Capen of the University of Buffalo in his 

inaugural address last fall, as the following quotation 

will show: 

"As early as possible. in the college course .there 

should be provision of opportunities for independent 

study, carried on in the spirit of research, without 

meticulous oversight and with judgment only of the final 

results. This is substantially the procedure of the 

British universitie.s with the selected group of students 

who read for hbnors. The work done by' these students is 

incomparably superior in qUD.lity to that which any 

American college student is required to perform. A few 

American colleges are now experimenting with honors courses 

on the British model. But none of these experiments, as 
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far as I am familiQr with them, yet goes far enough. The 

principle which in the British universities applies only 

to honors, students should be adop'ted by American colleges 

and applied univers" lly. None should be allowed to 

graduate who have not demonstrated this capacity for 

independent study and registered definite mastery of 

some field of knowledge. Not only would the American • 

baccalaureate degree thus acquire a meaning which it now 

lacks, but the college of arts and sciences would become as 

serious and purposeful as are the professional divisions 

of the university." 

Reed College in Oregon, and Swarthmore College in 

Pennsylvania, have more definitely than any others, 

entered upon this British plan ofnReading and Research 
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for Honors." But the movement is attracting a good 

deal of attention and study among the colleges, and will 

doubtless reach more definite development in the near 

future. 

The post-war curriculum is showing marked 

modification from its former content and is now re-

ceiving very serious and critical study. Social and 

sconomic sciences are now greatly predominating over 

classical and non-economic sciences. Greek and 

Astronomy and Geology have nearly disappeared from the 

curriculum, while -Latin is· greatly reduced in quantity. 

History and Government, Economics, and Sociology, now 

assume a major place, while English is almost universally the 

leading subject of the curriculum. In many colleges 
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C; Bible subjects and Religious Bducation are increasingly 

o 

important. 

The pre-war elective system, so called, though it 

was not a system, is now largely replaced by a system 

of maj9rs and minors, and groups, etc.; that promote 

unity and yet furnish reasonable elasticity for student / 

aptitudes and preferences. 

• 

The college curriculum is seeking to furnish a 
\ 

definite motive to the student; something like that 

\ 
which is furnished by the technical and professional ,. 

schools. In order to do this it~must awaken an inner 

life experience. It must relate itself to the life of 

, the individual and to the life of society. It must 
j 

function in experience and social activity. An ammount 
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of initiative and self direction must be sought which 

, 
will crystalize into life choices, ideals, and efflClenies. 

Education must articulate with the problem of living, 

and being a reliant, self supporting and contributin~ 

unit in society. The college must help the student to 

choose certain legitimate interests by which he will 
• 

relate himself to SOCiety, and which will give him the 

maXimum amount of voluntary effort toward desirable ends, 

under guidance. How to accomplish this end is the 

supreme problem of the curriculum. It is perhaps the 

most delicate, the most critical task ever undertaken 

by the colleges. 

It is being undertaken now with a greater regard for 

the individuality of the student, with a more sympathetic 
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understanding of the necessity for self expressiom, 

initiative, self direction and personal responsibility 

than ever before. This spirit is one of the greatest 

contributions of modern times to liberal culture. But 

the ~pirit is to be followed by a more fully developed 

program of "unity with liberty" than we have yet seen. 

Self government, which is not license, is the aim of 

college administration. Self directed activity along 

right lines, is the goal of preparation for life. 
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